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Abstract 

The paper discusses the implementation of Voice over IP (VoIP).  The target of this paper is to spot and characterize 

the first problems that has got to be self-addressed to outline an oversized scale VoIP network that's capable of 

supporting (but not essentially restricted to) full PSTN equivalence. It presents a high-level network design that acts 

as a start line from that PSTN equivalent VoIP networks can be structured. The term ―Voice over IP‖ (VoIP) describes 

the transport of voice above IP –based networks.  It is a generic term that covers deployments go in complexness 

from hobbyists mistreatment of the web to urge free phone calls on a peer to peer basis or end-to-end basis, to full 

scale PSTN replacement networks. VoiP describes transmission of language across data-type networks. This way of 

transmission is conceptually superior to traditional circuit switched communication in some ways. This publication 

introduces VOIP, it’s operating, it’s all characteristics,, architecture,  all problems with network with network 

interconnection, defining gains from it and disadvantages with applications, etc. VoIP refers solely to the 

fundamental transport protocol that summarizes voice traffic or voice media streams and permits them to be carried 

over information networks, utilizing IP network technologies or web protocols. VoIP, however is not IP telecom, 

neither is it largely used industrial definition IP Communications that refers to even broader definition of 

communications networking applications and technologies. VoIP is understood as merely a transport protocol for 

carrying voice over any packet network, typically between sites. The term convergence, additionally typically referred 

as a multi-service network, refers to the mixing of information, voice, and video solutions onto a converged network 

infrastructure. 
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Introduction 

Overview of VOIP 

At its simplest, Voice over IP is the transmission of voice utilizing the web/internet Protocol 

(IP), but this broad term conceals a  huge number of deployments and practicality and it is 

helpful to visualize in additional detail at what VoIP is being employed for nowadays. 

Presently the subsequent sorts of VoIP applications are in use 

 

Fig: Internet Network 

Non-public users who are utilizing voice over IP protocol for end to end phone calls over the 

general public web. These users usually trade quality, options and dependableness for the 

very fact that the service is incredibly low price and are usually pleased with the service. 

Though globally the numbers of users taking advantage of this technology is massive, the 

density of such users is incredibly low and when put next with the PSTN the call up volumes 

are insignificant. 

Business users on non-public networks provided by telephone and datacom suppliers. These 

services supply comparatively prime quality and dependableness and are made however 

return at a worth. When put next with the PSTN the call up volumes supported by these 

services are small, but such services are still commercially victorious.  

IP trunking solutions employed by long haul voice supplier Usually these offerings At its 

simplest, Voice over IP is the transport of voice utilizing the web Protocol (IP), but this 

broad-term conceals the multitude of deployments and practicality and it's helpful to visualize 

in additional detail as to for what VoIP is being  used for nowadays. Presently the subsequent 

sorts of VoIP applications are in use: 

Non-public users who are utilizing voice over IP protocol for end to end phone calls over the 

general public internet: These users usually trade quality, options and dependableness for the 

very fact that the service is incredibly low price and are usually pleased with the service. 
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Though globally the numbers of users taking advantage of this technology is massive, the 

density of such users is incredibly low and when put next with the PSTN the call up volumes 

are insignificant. 

Business users on non-public networks provided by medium and datacom suppliers. These 

services supply comparatively prime quality and dependableness and area made however 

return at a worth. When put next with the PSTN the call up volumes supported by these 

services are tiny. However such services are still commercially victorious.  

IP trunking solutions employed by long haul Voice suppliers. Usually these offerings use 

non-public IP networks to attach islands of the PSTN along, e.g. an occasional price approach 

of calling USA from the UK. Customers access these services utilizing ancient black phones 

however the voice is carried over IP network. Though these IP deployments are victorious 

and every can still have its place within the future. They did not face difficulty yet of 

however the wider PSTN may well be migrated to end-to-end voice over IP infrastructure. 

Providing a voice over iP that will reach to PSTN cal up volumes, supply PSTN call quality 

and equivalent services, additionally as supporting new and  innovative services could be a 

difficult challenge. 

Voip Working 

VoIP converts the voice signal from your phone into a digital signal that may travel over the 

web. If you are dialling a usual telephone number, the signal is then changed back at the 

opposite end. Counting on the kind of VoIP service, you' will create a VoIP call up from a pc, 

a special VoIP phone, or a standard phone with or without adapter. Additionally, new 

wireless ―hot spots" in locations like airports, parks and cafes permit you to attach to the 

web, and should enable you to use VoIP service wirelessly. If your VoIP service supplier 

assigns you a telephone number, then you will receive calls from regular telephones that do 

not require special instrumentation, and presumably you will be able to dial like you usually 

have. 

Equipment: 

• Broadband internet connection. 

• Computer 

• A special VoIP phone or a daily phone with an adapter 

One example of VoIP service work 

VoIP is deployed in many various network segments. To date, it has been principally 

deployed within the backbone and enterprise networks. This section describes the 

performance of the network  

Components listed relying upon the actual specification, a number of these network elements 

could also be combined into one resolution, for example a combined signal and trunking 

gateway. 
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Call Agent/SIP Server/SIP Client 

The Call Agent/SIP Server/SIP client is found within the service provider’s network and 

provides call up logic and call management functions, usually maintaining call state for each 

call within the network. Several call agents embrace service logic for supplementary services, 

e.g. Caller ID, call waiting, and additionally work together with application servers to provide 

services that do not seem to be directly hosted on call agent. The call Agent can participate in 

signalling and device management flows originating, terminating or forwarding messages. 

Various relevant protocols relying upon the network design as well as SIP, SIP-T, H.323, 

BICC, H.248,  MGCP/NCS, SS7, AIN, ISDN, etc. Call Agents additionally provide details of 

every call to support charge and   reconciliation. A SIP Server provides equivalent 

performance to a call Agent during a SIP signalling network, its chief roles are to route and 

forward SIP requests, enforce policy (for example decision admission control) and maintain 

decision details records. As an example the SIP Server in service supplier 1’s  network can 

route and forward SIP requests from SIP  Phones owned by customers. A SIP client provides 

similar performance to a SIP Server, however originates or terminates SIP signal instead of 

forwarding it to a SIP Phone or different CPE device. The call Agent/SIP Server terminates 

the SIP signal and converts it to H.248 or MGCP to line up a decision to the right subscriber. 

Call Agents are referred to as Media gateway Controllers, Soft switches and call Controllers. 

These terms convey a rather totally different importance however maintaining call state is the 

common perform. 

Service Broker 

The service broker is found on the sting of the service supplier service network and provides 

the service distribution, coordination, and management between application servers, media 

servers, call agents and services that will exist on alternate technologies (i.e. stake Gateways 

and SCP s). The service broker permits the same repeatable approach for dominant 

applications in conjunction with their service information and media resources to modify 

services to permit services to be reused with different services to form new value added 

services.  

Application Server 

The Application Server is found within the service provider’s network and provides the 

service logic and execution for one or a lot of applications or services that do not seem to be 

directly hosted on the call Agent, as an example, it's going to offer  voice mail or conference 

line facilities. Usually the call Agent can route calls to the acceptable application server once 

a service is invoked that the call Agent cannot itself support. 

Media Server 

This Media Server is located in the service provider’s network. It is also referred to as an 

announcement server.  For voice services, it uses a control protocol, such as H.248 (Megaco) 

or MGCP, under the control of the call agent or application server. Some of the functions the 

Media Server can provide are 
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 playing announcements 

 Mixing – providing support for 3-way calling etc 

 Codec transcending and voice activity detection 

 Tone detection and generation 

 Interactive voice response (IVR) Processing 

 Fax processing. 

This Media Server is found within the service provider’s network. It is additionally stated as 

announcement server.  For voice services, it uses a control protocol, such as H.248 (Megaco) 

or MGCP, below the management of the call agent or application server.  A number of the 

functions the Media Server will offer area unit 

• Running announcements. 

• Mixing– providing support for 3-way line etc. 

• Codec transcending and voice activity detection. 

• Tone detection and generation. 

• Interactive voice response (IVR) process. 

• Fax processing. 

Signalling Gateway 

The signalling gateway is found within the service provider’s network and acts as a gateway 

between the call agent signal and also the SS7-based PSTN. It can even be utilized as a 

signalling gateway between totally different packets based mostly carrier domains. It is going 

to offer signalling translation, as an example between SIP and SS7 or just signal transport 

conversion e.g. SS7 over IP to SS7 over TDM. 

Trunking Gateway 

The Trunking gateway is found within the service provider’s network and as a gateway 

between the carrier IP network and also the TDM (Time Division Multiplexing)-based PSTN. 

It offers trans-coding from the packet based mostly voice, VoIP  onto a TDM network. 

Typically, it's below the management of the call Agent/Media gateway Controller through a 

tool management protocol like H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP. 

Access Gateway 

The Access gateway is found within the service provider’s network. It offers dependence for 

POTS phones and usually, it's below the management of the call Agent / Media gateway 

Controller through a tool management protocol such  as H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP. 

Access Concentrator 

The Access Concentrator is found within the service supplier’s   network and terminates the 

service provider end of the WAN links used over the ―last mile‖. 

Bandwidth Manager 
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The bandwidth Manager is found within the service provider’s network and is to blame for 

providing the desired QoS  from the network. It is to blame for the putting in and leveling of 

bandwidth manager among the network and for governing the access of individual calls to the 

current bandwidth. It is to blame for putting in the acceptable Policy in edge routers to police 

the media flows on a per call basis. 

 

Edge Router 

The Edge Router is found within the service provider’s network and routes IP traffic onto the 

carrier backbone network. Usually the edge router can offer several different functions and 

might be combined with the Access Concentrator. 

Subscriber Gateway 

The Subscriber gateway is found at the client premises and terminates the WAN (Wide space 

Network) link (DSL, T1, fastened wireless, cable etc) at the client premises and usually offers 

each voice ports and information property. Usually, it uses a tool management protocol, such 

as H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP/NCS, below the management of the call Agent. It provides 

similar perform to the Access gateway however usually supports several fewer voice ports. 

Subscriber Gateways are referred to as IADs, Residential  Gateways, or MTAs (in a cable 

network). 

Bridge/Router 

The Bridge/Router is found at the client premises and terminates the WAN (Wide space 

Network) link (DSL, T1, fastened wireless, cable etc) at the client premises. The distinction 

between this and also the Subscriber gateway could be a  bridge/router doesn't offer any 

native voice support, though voice services as an example SIP phones, is bridged/routed via 

this device. 

IP Phone/PBX 

IP Phones and PBX systems are settled at client premises and supply voice services. They 

move with the call Agent/SIP Server employing a signal protocol like SIP, H.323 or a tool 

management protocol like H.248  (Megaco) or MGCP. 

VOIP Using MiniSipServer 

IP/PBX - MiniSipServer - The IP/PBX could be a telephone shift system typically located 

among the enterprise; it functions consist of shifting, dominant and process calls between 

VoIP users on an area line whereas facultative users to share some sure range of external 

phone lines. It is used to switch calls between a VoIP and PSTN user similar to the traditional 

PBX. It additionally has a plus of convergency information and voice network that provides 

flexibility and reduced semipermanent operational and maintenance price for a company. The 

IP-PBX will either be hardware or software package based mostly devices. A software 

package based mostly IP/PBXcalled miniSipServer is employed for this VoIP setup. 
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Softphones - These are user devices in style of software package put in on a private pc (PC) 

to initiate and terminate calls. They will even be put in on mobile devices and have identical 

base options as VoIP phones. 

VOIP Using WIFI 

The basic plan of our approach is to create voice call. Describes our mobile VOIP and SIP 

protocol. Within the starting, the mobile A and mobile register itself to the server for the 

service. Each A and B mobile have the distinctive informatics address and ID. Once mobile 

A tries to decision B mobile A sends the request to server wherever server check the IP 

address of mobile B and sends the IP address of mobile B to mobile A for peer to peer 

association. When receiving the IP address of mobile B, Mobile A makes the peer to peer 

association for the voice decision utilizing protocols VOIP and SIP. VoIP converts the voice 

signal from your telephone into a digital signal that may travel over the web. If you are 

calling a regular number, the signal is transformed back at the opposite end. Counting on the 

kind of VoIP service, you will create a VoIP decision from a pc, a special VoIP phone, or a 

standard phone with or without adapter. Additionally, new wireless "hot spots" at locations 

like airports, parks and cafes permit you to attach to the web, and should modify you to use 

VoIP service wirelessly. If your VoIP service supplier assigns you a number, then you will 

receive calls from regular telephones that are devoid of special instrumentation, and 

presumably enable you to dial you usually would.  VoIP could supply options and services 

that do not seem to be offer a lot of ancient telephone services. If you utilize VoIP, you will 

decide whether or not to pay the value of keeping your regular telephone company. You will 

additionally use your pc and VoIP service at identical time. You will additionally take some 

VoIP services with you once you travel and use them via an online association. 
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Fig: Enterprise Network 

 

 

VOIP H.323, a protocol suite outlined by ITU-T, is for voice transmission over web (Voice 

over informatics or VOIP). In addition to voice applications, H.323 provides mechanisms for 

video communication and information collaboration, in combination with the ITU-T T.120 

series standards. H.323 is one among the most important VOIP standards, on a par with 

Megaco and SIP. H.323 is specification, as a result of it includes varied different ITU 

standards. The elements below H.323 design are terminal, gateway, gatekeeper  and 

multipoint control units (MCUs). Terminal represents the tip device of each association. It 

provides real time 2 approach communications with another H.323 terminal, GW or MSU. 

This communication consists of speech, speech and information, speech, and video, or a 

mixture of speech, information and video. Gateways establish the association between the 

terminals within the H.323 network and also the terminals owned by networks with totally 

different protocol stacks such because the ancient PSTN network or SIP or Megaco end 

points. Gatekeepers are in charge for translating between signalling and IP addresses. They 

additionally manage the bandwidth and supply a mechanism for terminal registration and 

authentication. Gatekeepers additionally offer services like call transfer, call forwarding etc. 

MCUs beware of creating multipoint conferences. MCU consists of a compulsory Multipoint 

management, that is for call signalling and conference management. Multipoint Processor, 

that is for switching/mixing of the  media stream and typically period of time transcoding of 

the received audio/video streams Voice over web Protocol is employed for communication of 
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2 persons by transferring voice packets during a real time fashion. Varied protocols are 

concerned in implementing VoIP. The tasks are divided into 2. The most important task is to 

ascertain a session between the 2 communicating parties. The protocols concerned in 

establishing the session are referred to as control plane protocols. Session Initiation Protocol 

and  H.32 are  a number of the control plane protocols. These protocols are referred to as 

signalling protocols as they are used to establish sessions between the users. Because of 

varied advantage that are offered by Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), it has been majorly 

adopted by the telecommunication business. One among the most advantages of SIP is that it 

is human legible and is less advanced compared to H.323 that is especially binary. So, during 

this application we have a enforced SIP as our signalling protocol. 
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